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;Hi:11.11Sf two men also called on 
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I tilt significances not clear, 
although Ler told reporter!? 

that "tt ratspis:  •al.: new level of 
uncertattity ua to What was really 
going on" during Oswald's. visit try 
Mexico City. 

Oswald. a former Marine Corps 
radar technician, defected to the 
Soviet Croon in 1959, where he met 
Ink future wife, Marina. After re,  
.dt10044,0:-:...the: Vatted States in 
top, he made his mysterious trip 
to Mexioo City in late September, 
1963, two months before theaSSOS-
sinatton. 

The new mcords failed to shed 
light on whether he was recruited 

re by Cuban or Soviet officials 
hoot Kennedy-.or whether his 	 

purpose sotto obtain a transit visa 
throughCsibitin order to return to;  
the Soviet'Uninn. 
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